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The Watkinson Library celebrated its centennial with a
dinner in Hamlin Hall December 1st.
John C. Parsons, president of the Board of Trustees of the
Watkinson Library, presided at the affair which was attended by more than one hundred friends of the Library .
The main speaker of the evening was Thomas R. Adams,
librarian of the John Carter Brown Library of Brown University. He pointed out the need for a librarian to have a
"firm but free hand in the building of any collection of
rare books which should be built around a predetermined
concept of the purpose of the collection."
Sherman P. Haight '11 , chai1·man of the Library Associates, which co-sponsored the dinner, paid tribute to his
two predecessors, Clm·ence E. Sherman '11 and Dr. Jerome
P. Webster '10. He spoke of the role that the Associates
have played in the life of the Library and pledged the
support of the association in the furtherance of the Library's
obiectives as it enters its second century.
Wilmarth S. Lewis, Watkinson trustee, was unable to
attend but Librarian Donald Engley delivered his message
which, in part, stressed the role of the library in serving
the advancement of learning by making its resources available to qualified scholars.
President Albert C. Jacobs called the 130,000 volume
Watkinson Library a vital part of T1•inity College which is
"extremely fortunate in having this storehouse-perhaps
the better word is powerhouse-on our campus."
The following article by Donald B. Engley is reprinted
from The Hartford Courant of November 30.

The year 1858 was a year of ominous portent for the
Union as the issue of slavery threatened to split the country
in two. A Democratic President, James Buchanan, occupied
the White House, but the Republican Party had won control
of Congress in the off-year elections. The campaign had
been highlighted by the great debates held in Illinois
between the "little giant" Stephen A. Douglas and a fastrising star Abraham Lincoln. At the same time life in Hartford seemed to be placid enough if the columns of the press
are any criterion. Ralph Waldo Emerson and Mrs. Fanny
Kemble appeared on the lecture platform, Charter Oak
Place was sold to be cut up into building lots, the city lost
articles valued at half million dollars when the Crystal
Palace burned in New York, and Prof. Abner Jackson resigned his professorship at Trinity to become the President
of Hobart College in Geneva, New York.
Against this backdrop the first trustees of the library
provided for in the will of David Watkinson were meeting.
Watkinson, one of Hartford's most generous benefactors,
had bequeathed the sum of $100,000 to establish a "Library
of Reference, to be accessible at all reasonable hours and
times to all citizens and other residents and visitors in the
State of Connecticut under such control, rules and regulations as will best secure the preservation of the books and
comport with the general convenience." His will also pro-
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Service to Scholars
vided a government of the Library to be in the hands of a
distinguished board of trustees to include George Brinley,
the noted collector of Americana, Henry Barnard, the educator, the presidents of the Connecticut Historical Society
and Trinity College, and the Governor of Connecticut.
During the year 1858 the Library was chartered and the
Trustees incorporated. In December the Trustees purchased
the mansion and grounds formerly owned by Daniel Wadsworth lying between Prospect Street and the Wadsworth
Atheneum's building fronting on Main Street. This original
Atheneum building still stands empty today having been
evacuated by the Hartford Public Library two years ago
with the consh·uction of their building.

efforts to find a solution to the very serious problem of
housing the valuable and in some cases unique research
materials.
Happily a solution was found through the combined
efforts of the Watkinson Library directors and Trinity College. An agreement sanctioned by the state legislature and
the courts effected a transfer of the entire library to the
College if that institution were to provide suitable fireproof
housing for it. Trinity had been studying for some time its
own library building problem. In brief, Trinity College was
able to raise the necessary funds to build a completely new
building tq house both libraries. In 1952 the research resources of the Watkinson were joined with a strong college
library's collections to form a remarkable study center for
the humanities.
The Watkinson Library keeps its identity by virtue of
separate housing but in close connection with the other
parts of the library. As specified by its founder, it is open
not only to qualified scholars from near and far but also to
all residents of Connecticut.
As the Watkinson Library enters its second century, its
Trustees and the Trustees of Trinity College are dedicated
to continuing those intellectual objectives established by its
founders and to making it an even more useful research
institution in an age when the battle for men's minds is
being waged so fiercely.
D.B.E.

]ames T Tu mbull, first libTarian
In their search for a fh-st librarian, the Trustees did not
have to look very far. Among their own number was James
Hammond Trumbull who not so many years before had
organized the State's books and documents as a library and
was now serving as Secretary of State. More important was
the fact that he was an outstanding scholar busily making
his mark as an authority on the American Indian and the
history of Connecticut's early printing. He now turned to
the building of the collections which in this century have
grown to something over 130,000 volumes. Even though
the Library did not open as a public institution until the end
of Civil War hostilities, Trumbull was busy during the war
bringing together a nucleus of reference and bibliographical
tools important as a proper foundation for a scholarly
library in the humanities. By the time he died in 1897 the
Library had grown to approximately 66,000 volumes. He
was succeeded in that year by Frank Butler Gay, an assistant trained by him, who served until his death in 1934.
There are many people still living who recall Mr. Gay as he
presided over both the Watkinson Library and the Wadsworth Atheneum.
During the nineteenth century the Watkinson Library
filled a role occupied in part by the public library today. It
was designed to supplement the historical collections of the
CQnnecticut Historical Society and the more popular reading collections of the Young Men's Institute, both housed in
tlie same building. By 1893 it had grown to such size that
a wing to the last of the original Atheneum building was
consh·ucted to house it.
It was here that the Library lived untill952 when it was
removed to Trinity College. Its collections came to be
known around the world. Incunabula (books printed in the
15th century), early illush·ated books, Americana from the
collections of George Brinley, the linguistic collections of
Mr. Trumbull, brought together for his study of the American Indian languages, and so on. Although the Library
grew in size and reputation funds for endowment to pro•.
vide for the staff and quarters commensurate with its holdings and potential usefulness never kept pace.
At the close of World War II'the Trustees renewed their

Reading room of present Watkinson Library
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Trinity Librarian
Donald B. Engley
By Clarence E. Sherman '11

Clarence E. Sherman '11, librarian emeritus of the Providence Public Library and past president of the Library
Associates, has worked closely with Trinity Librarian
Donald B. Engley. It is fitting at this time that he tell us
something about the man who is responsible for nearly
375,000 books housed in the College Library.
port, organization, facilities and personnel, was operating
on a sub-standard level, despite the direction and service
of three able and conscientious Librarians-William N. C.
Carlton, Walter Briggs and Arthur Adams, in sequence.
All that is changed now. Fortunately, the proposal to
expand the old Library was not approved. Its natural
growth would have been retarded. A new building with
modern lighting-natural and illuminated-space for future
as well as present growth, and other facilities in planning
of our time- these were the standards to continue to work
for.
Fortunately, the college eventually received the assurance of sufficient funds to build and furnish the type of
Library it had been waiting for these many years; to establish new standards-in books and other resources, personnel, and many other facilities and improvements.
Moreover, this was the time to bring in a new Librarian
to assume direction of the improved Library. Donald B.
Engley, a graduate of Amherst College, class of 1939, was
selected and accepted. He prepared for librarianship at
Columbia University and received a Master of Arts degree
from the University of Chicago. His experience included
assisting in the Amherst College Library, and the position
of Librarian at Norwich University.
The war blocked his professional progress. He saw action
in France, Belgium, Holland and elsewhere. He established
a library for 4,000 soldiers and students in a "reformed"
gambling casino. He completed his service with the rank
of Major.
Fortunately for Trinity College, Librarian Engley arrived
to assume his duties at a very opportune time-when the
new Library was being planned, constructed and furnished.
His was the task to help prepare the program of the new
building-its mainsb·eam and its small currents.
He possesses an unusual combination of imagination,
competence and efficiency-rare qualities for the design
and planning of a building with functional purposes. He is
said to have saved the college $100,000 by re-figuring the
plans for the book stack.
By the testimony of men who know, he has a rare sense
of timing, an excellent memory, smooth methods of "getting
things done," and a pleasant personality to work with.
The "team" of Robert O'Connor '16, Architect, and
Donald Engley, Librarian, was in terms of results, an unusual success in the plan and development of the new
Library. The buildings location, a much-discussed problem, has excellent natural light, reasonable convenience in
access, and an area for future growth whenever required.
Some comment on Don Engley by a variety of competent
advisers:
Don is an unusual combination of efficiency, competence
and clear vision. He has an easy but effective manner of
getting things done.
Often, architects and clients are at odds, a situation that

Once upon a time-as many an interesting story beginsa library was defined as "a collection of books." Today, we
require an expansion of that definition. Yes, it is a collection
of books, but more than that: maps, documents, periodicals,
manuscripts and other related materials will be found in a
college library. Moreover, all of these resources must be
organized and arranged for use-classified and cataloged,
it is called-and the continued growth of the resources of
the library should be anticipated by adequate shelf space
for these materials, and by increased consultation and reading facilities for students and faculty.
In earlier days, the Librarian of a college was a custodian,
a protective guardian. Today, he and his staff are there to
assist and to stimulate the use of the Library's resources by
students and faculty. They now are helpful guides along
the bibliographical highway, giving first aid to undergraduates and helpful assistance to the professors engaged in
study and research . The college Librarian, especially, becomes a free toll bridge over which members of the college
family are guided up the slopes of Parnassus, or along the
b·ails of modern science, or other routes-it doesn't matter.

Book-PoweT Development
The routine of space-finding, recording and cataloging
printed matter as it crosses the Library's threshold is an
important responsibility, especially in a rapidly expanding
institution. The Librarian cannot escape book-power development. With a knowledge of fields pertinent to the
curriculum of the college, he must become well acquainted.
This relationship will not be the result of reading all the
current books and periodical publications related to the
fields of knowledge in his college library. Time and life's
many demands make complete bibliographical intimacy
impossible. In this country alone, the publishers' printing
presses produce more than 10,000 new titles or revised
editions, annually. The college's faculty and the Librarian
must decide what books are to be selected, ordered and
processed for the college. It cannot be all or none. It must
be which.
Today, the Librarian and the college library are not
measured merely in terms of books circulated to faculty
and students. He should possess·' skill in developing and
planning an expanding library structure, a powerhouse of
bibliographical and intellectual strength, quietly but constantly winning confidence and the support of his associated faculty and also the student body.
As a librarian who was once a part-time assistant in the
Trinity College Library in undergraduate days, I have never
visited the campus since graduation without dropping in
and observing the place of the Library in the life of the
College. Until the present building was completed and
occupied, the College Library, measured by financial sup-
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can impede progress or set up blocks in the development
of the program. In the Trinity College Library, the Architect and the Librarian were an excellent team.
He associated himself with the reorganization of the
Watkinson Library, as well as the usual organic changes in
the College Library.
In any college that is operating without departmental
budgets in the Library, it is usually a delicate situation.
With tact and good feeling, Donald Engley succeeded in
placing that condition on a sound, amicable basis.
He made a survey of the History of the Science Field
for the Association of College and Reference Librarians,
with the title of "The Provision of History of Science Materials and Their Use in the Undergraduate College." He
examined, studied and evaluated conditions in about 200
Liberal Arts Colleges in developing the survey.

A lively interest in books and libraries among alumni of
the college and undergraduates has been aroused. The
Trinity College Library Associates is a progressive and useful group, and the incentive to develop personal libraries
has influenced an increasing number of past and present
students. Incidentally, the Librarian's hobby is the collecting of books illustrated by Rockwell Kent.
An alumnus of the college has made this comment, and
it is an appropriate place to terminate this discussion of a
Librarian and books:
"I shall always be grateful for what Engley has done for
the College and its intellectual resources, making the Library such a live, workable collection of books."
And then he added this final remark in the graphic
lan~uage of today:
' In my book, Don Engley is tops."

A Tc hitect's Concept of New Student CenteT

Main features of the new Student Center include a
dining hall large enough to accommodate comfortably all
students who wish to use the college dining room service,
and a large assembly room where meetings, college dances
and other social functions may be held.
Ground was broken for the building November 7 during
Parents' Week-end. This occasion was chosen as tribute to
the outstanding support which the parents gave to the
Program of 1'rogress Campaign to which they contributed
$274,351, nearly $25,000 over their chosen goal.
Architect for the building is Robert B. O'Connor '16, a
Trustee and partner in the firm of O'Connor & Kilham , New
York.
The building, a two-story structure, will adjoin Hamlin
Hall at the south end where the present kitchen is located.
Its construction will harmonize with the architecture of
Hamlin and Elton Halls.
The main entrance, on the eastern facade of the building,
will lead into a large lobby flanked by a coat room on the
right and administrative offices on the left. One may also
enter the lobby through a doorway on the south.
From the lobby one may enter a sizable lounge or the
main dining room which has a seating capacity of 300-350.
Also located on the first floor are a second lounge, a snack
bar, kitchen service area and storage areas . The kitchen is
so situated that it can serve either the Center or Hamlin
Dining Hall.
Two entrances at the northern end of the building lead
into the snack bar and kitchen area and to a stairway lead-

ing to the music room area of the second floor or to the
game room below. A western doorway, from Summit Street,
leads into one of the lounges and a third stairway serving
the other floors .
The second floor plan shows an assembly room 56 ft.
wide by 94 ft. long. There are four music rooms ; meeting
rooms for the Senate and Medusa, a gift of the Morgan
Stanley Company in memory of the late A. orthey Jones
'17.
The Margaret Hallden Game Room, gift of Karl W.
Hallden '09 in honor of his wife, the Boyer Room for the
Tripod, gift from Mr. Francis Boyer in memory of his son,
John Francis Boyer '53, and the Ivy Room, gift of Mrs. W.
E. A. Bulkeley, are to be found on the basement level.
These rooms, as well as the locker room, bookstore and
post office, are reached from an attractive foyer.
The College is most grateful for the specific memorial
gifts mentioned above. Besides these, there have been
several other outstanding gifts to the Center for which the
College will be everlastingly grateful. They include two
$100,000 gifts, one from the Kresge Foundation and an
anonymous gift for the Main Lounge; two other anonymous
gifts of $33,600 and $25,000; from the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving a gift of $35,000 which was in addition to $50,000 given earlier in the Program of Progress
Campaign for the remodeling of Williams Memorial;
$60,000 from Mrs. Eliason Downes; $50,000 from the
James Foundation of New York; and $25,000 from Mr. and
Mrs. J. Verner Reed and Nathaniel Reed.
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THE CHANGING CURRICULU M
By Arthur H. Hughes

The following article is the second in our series on the
Trinity Curriculum. Dean Arthur H. Hughes has given us
an excerpt from his Annual Report which points out some
of the problems the College faces in respect to the development of its curriculum.

of the faculty including the capable chairmanship of Dr.
George B. Cooper, Professor of History. I am but one
member of the faculty and of this committee who realizes
that thousands of details will have to be ironed out before
we can arrive at any conclusions . I venture, nevertheless,
to suggest here certain basic concepts that could perhaps
be incorporated in any changes in our curriculum. aturally, I offer them only for purposes of discussion.
It seems to me that an ideal state of affairs would include
all Trinity students in one course of study leading to one
degree. I should like to see a Freshman year common to
all our students. The Sophomore year, I think, might take
on divisional aspects, and the Ju11ior and Senior years might
concentrate on supervision by departments. It is most important that in each year a well-conceived balance between
the sciences and the arts be developed and maintained.
Secondly, I hope we shall be able to come up with a
feasible program of Honors work or of independent study
for our upperclassmen, presumably for Jtmiors and Seniors.
I must admit that I have been particularly impressed by
those systems which require every Senior to undertake
independent study equivalent to the work of one full
course and leading to a thesis. An immediate objection to
any proposal of independent study will refer to the increased demands on the time of already heavily burdened
faculty members . In the following I suggest possible ways
of answering such objections.
According to our catalogue, the maximum number of required courses for a student in a department is five and one
half, and five is the usual number. Even if we suppose that
two other courses have to be offered in a given field i11
order to take care of our distribution requirements, it is
still clear that most departments offer a wide selection of
electives. In fact, the catalogue lists at present the equivalent of two hundred and thirteen and one-half courses,
which is getting close to an average of 12 courses in our
course of study for each of our 18 departmental majors. To
be sure, some of our courses are in fields which do not offer
majors, but it is at least debatable, I believe, whether we
have not gone beyond the demonstrably basic courses in
various majors into fringe areas where the ice is rather thin.
It is likely that the loads of faculty members could be
lightened if some of these excess courses were removed
from our curriculum.
This year we have 307 classes (i.e. , sections, not courses)
in operation. Of these, twenty-eight (9 .1%) have fewer than
five students and fifty-four (17.6%) have less than ten
students. Not only are we thus indulging in a luxury which
we can ill afford and which will have to be eliminated in
any case, but we may be able to find some way of substituting an Honors Program for this superabundance of small
classes which are no doubt intended for our better students
in the first place.
Finally, I submit that we ought to give serious attention
to the possibility of changing to a four-course load for our
students or, possibly, five courses for Freshmen and four
courses for upperclassmen . I am well aware that many
pros and cons can be advanced regarding this issue, but it
is well ~orth our thought and time. One result, which of
course is not in itself a reason for making such a change,
would be a further lightening of faculty loads to the point
where a sound Honors Program becomes practicable.

Some years ago I heard the president of a famous New
England university remark that he was glad to be old
enough so that he probably would not have to live through
another major revision of the curriculum at his institution.
His theory was that pressures for an overhaul job build up
inside a university and erupt maybe once in a generation
with volcanic force and with devastating effects on the
nervous systems of the participants and survivors, not to
mention the curriculum itself. I do not wish to deal with
this problem from a cynical point of view, but I must admit
that certain rumblings and eructations of late have led me
to suppose that a similar cataclysm of awe-inspiring proportions may be developing right here at Trinity College.
Perhaps the safest course would be to apply at this point
for a sabbatical leave, but I prefer to keep my asbestos suit
handy and I hope to have a front seat during the spectacle.
In all seriousness, and leaving aside the obvious demands
of world affairs for a change in the methods of higher education in America, it is probably high time for us to give our
course of study a thorough examination. Every year, to be
sure, at Trinity as at other colleges, the faculty concerns
itself with some aspects of the curriculum. Every year new
courses will be added, and frequently changes are made in
the requirements for a degree or for a "major." The spotlight usually shines, however, on one or two areas which
happen to be receiving attention, usually for purely fortuitous reasons, and it is very seldom indeed that we illuminate our whole course of study in order to discuss the
harmony of the entire structure and its logical symmetry.
In fact, I am tempted to add "comma if any" to that last
sentence.
During the last ten years I have not been aware of any
conscious attempt on our part to fertilize the Trinity curriculum, yet it has grown by a process of galloping parthenogeny to the point where many of us find ourselves in the
predicament of the Sorcerer's Apprentice. Read pages 40
to 48 and 62 to 93 of our last catalogue and perhaps you
will agree with me. A student at Trinity takes five courses
a year, a total of twenty courses, and we offer 321 different
courses in order to make this possible. Our catalogue lists
215 semester courses and 106 full-year courses which we
have authorized. It figures out that we provide more than
ten times as many courses as any student can take in four
years. Admittedly, there are some courses which are not
offered every year, but last September each student had to
select five courses for himself (with the assistance of his
adviser and~, one hopes, a Baedeker's guide to the catalogue) from 190 which were made available. The difference between 5 and 190 or even between 20 and 190
represents, I venture to assert, a most generous allowance
to provide for the necessary concentration in the work of
the several departments.
Quite properly, decisions about the nature of our curriculum at Trinity are made by majority votes of the faculty
of the College. The faculty has established a strong Committee on the Curriculum which consists of eleven members
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College Offers Forty Scholarships
To Gifted Students in Capital Area
Program Will Start
In September 1959
By September 1962 there will be 40
young men from the Capital Area of
H artford a ttending tl1 e College on fulltuition scholarships. Then, each year, 10
more will be selected to replace tl1ose who
will be graduated.
This new program, to be known as the
Capital Area Scholarships, was announced
by President Albert C. Jacobs, November
3, at a dinner gathering of superintendents, principals, headmasters and college
guidance directors of schools in 17 nearby
cities and towns.
Dr. Jacobs said tl1at helping such gifted
young men to get an education is "in my
opinion tl1e most appropria te way in
which Trinity can say 'thank you' to this
wonderful community which has been so
generous in its support of the college."
He also characterized the program as
"Trinity's contribution to the grave problems of undeveloped hmnan resources in
our community area."
ational statistical surveys have indicated that approximately 50 per cent of
ilie ables t high school students never attend college because th ey lack til e financial means to do so.

Seventeen Towns
The Capital Area Scholarships will be
open to qualilied young men, regardless
of race, color, or creed, who are residents
of H artford, Avon, Bloomfield, Canton,
East H artford, E ast Windsor, Farmington, Glastonbury, Manchester, Newington,
Rocl-.'Y Hill, Simsbury, Soutl1 Windsor,
W est Hartford, W ethersfield, Windsor,
and Windsor Locks.
Preliminary screening will be the responsibility of a college committee
headed by Vice President and Dean
Arthur H. Hughes.
Oilier members of tile committee will
be Vice President Albert E. Holland, Director of Admissions F . Gardiner F.
Bridge, Registrar and Assistant to the
Dean Thomas A. Smith, and the senior
faculty member of til e scholarship committee.
Final selections will be made b y President Jacobs, assisted by David R. Daniel,
Publisher of Th e Hartford Times; Ostrom
Enders, a Life Trustee of th e College. and
Presiden t of the H artford Nation al Bank
and T rust Company; Edward A. Suisman,
Hartford industrialist; and Col. John R.
Reitemeyer '21, a Life Trustee of th e
College and Publisher of The Ha1#ord ·
Courant.
D escribing th e type of youn g man he
considered the " typi cal Capital Area
Scholar of tl1e future," President Jacobs

said, "This young man will have outstandin g qualities of character.
"H e will be a person of absolute integrity, willing to work hard, and endowed
with the moral courage always to tell the
truth as h e sees it.
"H e will be the type of person who is
admired an d respected by his contemporaries and who knows how to bring
out til e best in them.
"He will be highly competent in his
studies and will have til e determination
to make something of his life.
"He will be a young man of strong
religious conviction."

"First Phase"
President Jacobs said tilat the Capital
Area Scholarship program was tile "first
phase of a new effort by Trinity to make
a furtil er contribution to some of the more
pressing problems faced by our colleges
and schools."
Pointing out that Trinity's undergraduate em ollment had risen by 450 or 82 per
cen t since 1946, Presiden t Jacobs added ,
"This increase in enrollment, greater than
th at of Amherst, W esleyan and Williams
combined , makes an additional quantitati ve effort unfeasible at the present time.
"Trinity College, however, will continue
to seek ways of making qualitative contributions. W e plan to limit ourselves for
th e time being to problems involving tile
gifted s~1dent and tl1e need for more
teachers.
Reaction to the new scholarship program was written into th e local press and
received here at tl1 e College via personal
letters. T o quote just a few of the remarks:
" . . . . over the years the young men
of any race or creed who meet til ese
qualifications should take tile central Connecticut area a long way toward meeting
th e ideal that no one shall be denied th e
ad vantage of college training because he
or his family cannot afford it. Trinity has
don e well in putting, in its home area, a
new foundation under the liberal-arts
education that is basic to our civilization."
-The Hartford Courant, an editorial, November 6, 1958.

" I:I eartfelt Thanks"
A letter to th e Trustees of Trinity College from the administrative offices of th e
Hartford Board of Educa tion read :
"The Hartford Board of Education at
its meeting on November 6, 1958, unanimously voted to convey its appreciation
a nd com mendation to th e Trustees of
Trinity College for their action in establishing th e Capital Area Scholarships.
"You and President Albert C. Jacobs
are most deserving of the heartfelt thanks
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of our community, particularly those of
us concerned wiili education, for your
thoughtfumess and generosity in providing this means of education for so many
deserving young men residing in the
Capital Area. As a result, many of our
academically gifted youths will have the
opportunity to attend Trinity and thus
be provided with superior college training, a privilege which th ey would not
have but for tile financial assistance the
scholarships will provide.
"Please accept our sincere thanks an d
good wishes for success in this most
wortily program."
Anotiler comment was:
"The scholarship program you outlined
has created quite a stir in public school
circles. All comments have been highly
complimentary to you, the committee that
developed the plan, and the fin e college
that will eventually implement the
scholarship program."-an excerpt from a
letter to President Jacobs from the Office
of tile Board of Educa tion of the Simsbury Public Schools."

"A Vital Need"
"Secondary school people are poignantly aware of the vital need for such a
program. Trinity is to be congratulated
on its sincere interes t in organizing good
relationships with tl1e secondary schools,
and in meeting what its trustees recognize
as its obligation to locate students with
the ability of unusual academic promise,
but of limited financial means."-from a
letter to Presiden t Jacobs from the Director of Guidance and Pupil Adjustment,
Hartford Board of Education.
And:
"It is heartwarming to know that Trinity College is leading th e way in attempting to attract those youngsters to college
who do not have finan cial resources a t
hand. The fact tilat you recognize this
need encourages us at the secondary level
consid erably, and gives us tl1 e hope tilat
many other colleges and universities will
follow suit."-from a letter to President
Jacobs from the Superintendent of til e
Canton Schools.
Col. John R. Reitemeyer, a representative of Trinity's Board of Trustees and
host at th e dinn er, gave a brief summary
of the College's services to tl1 e community
since 1823 wh en citizens of th e area contributed $50,000 in mon ey and labor to
bring tl1 e College to Hartford.
Notable among th ese has been the educating of over 3,000 young men toward
whose training tl1 e College has contributed an estim ated $5,000,000.
Active today in th e Capital Area are
more than 100 doctors, almost 200 lawyers, over 200 teachers and about 600
businessmen who received th eir undergraduate degrees at Trinity.

Dr. Gwynn Gives Inaugural Address; Visiting Scholars
And Oxford Debaters Add to Fall Lecture Program
Four lectures and one debate marked
a busy calendar of college events since
publication of the last issue of The Bulletin. Leading off ·early in November with
his inaugural address as Professor of
English and chairman of that department
was Dr. Frederick L. Gwynn. He was followed by Professor Leonard W. Labaree
of Yale University who delivered the college's annual Mead History Lecture. Two
weeks later, Dr. Glenn R. Morrow from
the University of Pennsylvania spoke on
"Plato's Gods" as he gave the annual
Moore Greek Lecture. During the second
week of December, the College was honored for three days by a Phi Beta Kappa
visiting scholar, Miss Louise Overacker,
Wellesley College. The lone debate was a
Trinity-Oxford affair with two teams composed of one man from each college.

Gwynn Inaugural
Many activities marked the always too
short Homecoming Week End, and surely
not the least of these was the first inaugural address in recent years to be given
at Trinity upon the occasion of a faculty
member assuming the title of full professor. On the morning of Saturday, November 8, just prior to the dedication of
the Downes Memorial Clock Tower, Trustees and faculty members, clad in formal
academic gown offset with variegated
hoods of blue, purple, orange, old gold,
russet brown, form ed in two files on the
walk and marched to the Chapel. With
academic pomp, soon to be followed by
scholarly discourse, this clear, blue, crisp
day began.
Dr. Gwynn, who discussed "Education
and the Writer," told his colleagues, alumni and friends of Trinity that many literary leaders of the present age have rejected the formalities of a college education. "Our greatest American poet, Robert
Frost," he pointed out, "has taken only
honorary degrees-over two dozen-from
colleges." Many men of "creative genius"
he said, have left college without formal
degrees because they were disappointed
with prescribed courses which, they felt,
wasted their time and failed to add to
their intellectual development.
Dr. Gwynn asked, "If our writers, our
creative geniuses, continue to distrust
higher education, how may they be ·e ducated to the level of a John Milton?"
He suggested that colleges make a
larger effort to identify tlTeir best students
and to "give them a bigger stake in their
own learning process. We could prescribe
the goals and suggest the approaches,"
he said, "but leave the achievement up
to the individual gifted student."
Dr. Gwynn, who was appointed to the
faculty early this year, is editor of "College English," a monthly journal of the
National Council of Teachers of English.
He came to Trinity from the University
of Virginia, where he was associate professor of English.

Mead L ecture
Dr. Labaree, Farnam Professor of History at Yale University, delivered the annual Mead History Lecture Tuesday, November 18, at 11:30 in the morning in
the college auditorium. His topic was
"Benjamin Franklin." Dr. Labaree, who
is presently engaged in a 10 to 15-year
project editing the papers of the very late
Mr. Franklin, took upon hin1self the task
of setting aright the popular, misconstrued
facts about Mr. Franklin, his life and his
loves. A task, apparently, well chosen for
the audience responded with enthusiasm
equal to that of Dr. Labaree in discussing
his topic.
Professor Labaree, who was state historian for Connecticut from 1941-51, has
been a Carnegie visiting professor at the
University of Durham, England, and an
Anson G. Phelps lecturer at New York
University.
The Mead Lectures were established
at Trinity through the bequest of George
J. Mead who received an honorary degree from the college in 1937. Some of
the historians who have delivered Mead
Lectures are Allen Nevins, Conyers Read,
Crane Brinton and Samuel Bemis.

Moore Lecture
Dr. Glenn R. Morrow, Adam Seybert
Professor of Moral and Intellectual
Philosophy at the University of Pennsylvania, delivered the annual Moore Greek
~ ec tu~e early ~1 D ecember. His topic was
Plato s Gods.
Dr. Morrow examined Plato's gods and
their relation to the life of his model
Greek city. He not only discussed the constitution and laws of the model city but
also th e gods, sacrifices, dances and festivals. H e described in general and then in
detail what part tl1ese gods had in the
life of the city and tried to point out in
what sense Plato modified the spirit while
preserving the form of traditional religion.
During his career, Dr. Morrow has been
an American Field Service F ellow, has
held a Guggenheim Fellowship, and was
a Fulbright resident scholar at Oxford
during tl1e academic year of 1956-57.
The Moore Greek Lecture, made possible through the bequest of Dr. Charles
E. Moore, Class of '76, is designed to encourage the study of Greek.

Visi.ting Scholar
For three days, December 8 through
10, Trinity was host to a Phi Beta Kappa ·
visiting scholar, Miss Louise Overacker,
Professor of Political Science, Emeritus,
Wellesley College. Miss Overacker's campus program, arranged by the Trinity
government department, included a public lecture, D ecember 8 at 8:15 p. m.;
a dinner and reception in her honor, De-
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cember 9; and several class visitations
throughout tile three-day period.
Miss Overacker's main academic interest is in comparative political parties with
special emphasis on the party systems of
the United States and the nations of tile
British Commonwealth. H er lecture topic,
Monday evening, was "Money in Politics."
Miss Overacker has held a Guggenheim
Fellowship, has been a Bacon Lecturer at
Boston University, and this past summer
was a resident research scholar at tile
Duke University Commonwealth-Studies
Center. She is the autilor of "Money in
Elections," "The Australian Party System," and co-author of "The Presidential
Primary" witl1 C. E. Merriam.

Oxford Debaters
Two touring Oxford University deba ters, both in tl1eir middle-twenties,
stopped off in Hartford, en route to lew
York, to participate witl1 two Trinity undergraduates in a debate on communism.
Each of th e visitors joined with a Trinity
man to form two Anglo-American teams
in debating "Resolved: That since 1945
the W estern World has failed to oppose
Communism effectively."
Speaking in support of the topic was
the team of Brian A. Walden of Oxford
and David B. Leo£ of Trinity. Opposing
were T. Stuart Griffiths, Oxford, and Herbert H . Moorin, Trinity.
The debate consisted of four 12-minute
constructive speeches and two eight-minute rebuttals. It was judged by audience
ballot on this basis: the audience first indicated which side it favored before tl1e
debate and then which side it favored
after th e debate. The side persuading tl1e
larger group to change its position was
given the decision. In this case, 34 of tl1e
audience were persuaded that th e West
has failed, whereas only 12 were persuaded that the West has not failed.
Mr. Walden, who supported tl1e topic,
is an ex-pilot officer of the Royal Air
Force and an ·ex-chairman of the ational
Association on Labour Student Organization. His Trinity partner, Mr. Leo£, is a
junior on tl1 e Dean's List and has been a
member of the Atheneum Society for three
years.
Speaking in opposition were Mr. Griffiths, who has dabbled in dramatics, was
editor of a Conservative Association Magazine, and was a 2nd Lieutenant, Royal
Artillery, British Army of the Rhin e. His
Trinity teammate, Mr. Moorin, has be·en
a Dean's List student, is president of the
Atheneum Society, was a student senator,
and is an active member of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
Arrangements for the debate were made
through the Institute of International Education in New York City. It was sponsored . jointly by the Atileneum Society
and the college Lecture Committee.

College Benefits from Recent Foundation

PHI BETA KAPPA

And Industry Grants Amounting to $2 1)5 00

Five seniors were initiated, December
4, into the college's undergraduate chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa. They were:

The College in the last two months has
been the recipient of $21,500 in grants
for undergraduate scholarships and faculty research. The funds, given by business and industry, included $6,500 for
work in the sciences, $5,000 unrestricted
and $10,000 to further work toward doctoral degrees by faculty members.
Trinity College was the recipient of
$10,000 from the Danforth Foundation,
Inc., to be used within the next three
years by the faculty for summer study.
Assignments from these grants may be
used either on the pre-doctoral or postdoctoral level. Dr. Kenneth I. Brown, Executive Director of the Danforth Foundation, in conveying the offer wrote, "It is
our hope that these grants will be useful
in increasing faculty competence and
academic excellence."
The Danforth Foundation was established in 1927 by Mr. and Mrs. William
H . Danforth of St. Louis. It was their
intention that The Foundation should
serve the needs of young men and women,
particularly their educational needs, with
special emphasis upon the cultural and
spiritual aspects of education. Toward this
end, The Foundation confines its activities very largely to the area of higher education with special attention to the recruiting and training of Christian teachers in
all fields.
The E. I. duPont de Nemours Company for the third successive year gave
the College a grant of $4,000 for strengthening th e teaching of science and related
liberal arts. Last year, $2,500 went to
th e Chemistry D epartment and $1,500 to
the Physics Department.
The Radio Corporation of America
granted the College $1300 for the academic year 1958-59. The R.C.A. Science
T eacher Scholarship of $800 was awarded
to Harold E . Strass, a senior, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Theodore B. Strass of East
Hartford. Tltis scholarship was granted
to TriBity with the understanding th at
the selection of a recipient was to be
based no~ only on his academic record,
character, and financial need, but also on

Two Magazines:

THE GAZETTE

Two magazines-one of them newwere published by the College during
the latter part of 1958.
The new one, Cesare Barbieri Courier,
with an interesting cover by Mitchel N.
Pappas, assistant professor of fin e arts,
was published by the Cesare Barbieri
Center of Italian Studies. Editor is Dr.
Michal R. Campo '48, assistant professor
of Romance Languages.
The first edition of the Courier, a "triannual publication designed to provide
information on matters of Italian culture," contains articles on Archaeology
in Italy, Italy and th·e World, Italy and
America, and Italy and Trinity. Two book

his desire to teach mathematics or science
as a career. The remaining $500 was applied toward faculty salaries and a new
science building.
The American Cyanamid Company
granted the College $1200 for the same
period. Recipien t of the complete grant
was Burton Tiffany, a junior, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford P. Tiffany of Winsted,
Conn. The award was made by the chemistry department through the Scholarship
Committee of the College and was given
to Mr. Burton on the basis of his "initiative, resourcefuln ess, creativeness, and
leadership which play such an important
part in determining the effectiveness of a
person in his chosen field."
Beginning with this academic year the
grant will be awarded to Trinity annually
for a minimum of three years. The grant
program, Trinity is one of 20 colleges to
receive Cyanamid grants, is on a rotating
basis to allow many colleges in the country
to benefit from th e plan.
R. B. Fiske, vice president of American
Cyanamid, said that the College was
selected for "its general excellence as an
educational institution and its distinction
in the field of undergraduate training in
chemistry."
The Esso Education Foundation awarded the College an unrestricted grant
of $3500 which President Jacobs said
"will help us to carry forward the educational program on which we have ·embarked ." Similar grants were given at the
same tim e to other privately-supported
colleges throughout the country.
Under the Texas Company's aid-toeducation program to privately-financed
United Sta tes colleges and universities,
Trinity received an unrestricted grant of
$1500 for the current academic year.
Commenting on his Company's program,
Board Chairman Augustus C. Long said
"T exaco is pleased to make this contribution to the welfare of the nation's colleges
and universities and to the development
of young people with the leadership potential so necessary to our country's wellbeing."

and

THE COURIER

reviews are by Dr. Philip L. Kintner, instructor in history, and Dr. Morse S.
Allen, professor of English.
The second pamphlet-The Library
Gazette-is published annually by and for
the Library Associates. It is given with
membership in the Associates, sent in
exchange with other libraries and sold at
one dollar a copy.
The editor of th e Gazette, Trinity Librarian Donald B. Engley, said that it
"exists largely to publish information concerning the college collection" and "contains literary, biographical and historical
-mainly Trinity h~story-articles ."
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David E. Belmont, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Emest A. Belmont of Champaign, Ill. H e
is a classics major and an Illinois scholar,
ranks as the best scholar in the college,
is a Glee Club accompanist and a member
of the Jesters.
He has received first prize in the Goodwin Greek Prizes, founded in 1884 by
the late Mrs. James Goodwin of Hartford.
David was not only the first-place recipient but also the first student to receive
a Melvin W. Title Latin Prize, founded
this past May by Mr. Title, class of 1918.
Michael P. Rewa Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Michael P. Rewa of 83 Prospect
Street, East Hartford, is an English major.
His activities include feature editor of
The Tripod, and literary editor of The
Review.
Michael won the first prize of the Rue!
Crompton Tuttle Prizes last year which
are awarded annually to the best and
second-best scholars in the English department from the junior class. These
prizes were established in 1941 by the
bequest of Ruel Crompton Tuttle of
Windsor, class of 1899.
Phillip D . Jacklin Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Pltillip D. Jacklin of Oak Park. Ill.,
is a philosophy major and an Illinois
Scholar. His activities include membership
in the philosophy club and in Pi Gamma
Mu, national social science honor society.
Phillip is on the editorial staff of the
International Bibliography of Philosophy,
which, published in English and French,
analyzes all books related to philosophy.
The journal, the only one of its kind in
the field, has its U. S. Editorial center
at Trinity under th e direction of Dr. Paul
Kurtz, associate professor of philosophy.
David A. Rovno, son of Dr. and Mrs.
H erbert Rovno of Philadelphia, Pa., is a
pre-medical student. H e is an active member and vice president of the Atheneum
Society.
His participation in activities includes
tl1 e Hillel Society, the International Relations Club, and the Chemistry Club.
David received th-e Merck Index Chemistry Award last year given annually to
high-ranking students in organic chemistry.
William H. Owen Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Owen of Willow Grove,
Pa., is a classics major. An actor and
scholar, he has played in "Thieves Carnival," served as publicity chairman for The
Jesters and was named to th e D ean's
List five tim es .
Bill has mixed music with classics in
being a member of the Glee Club and in
having won a second place in the Goodwin Greek Prizes and a third in tl1e Melvin W. Title Latin Prizes.
The Trinity chapter of Phi Beta Kappa,
the eighth oldest in tl1 e country, was
chartered in 1845. The charter stipulates
that persons elected to membership "shall
be men of honor, probity, and learning."

James S. Schoff Elected President of Parents
At Fifth Annual Meeting of the Association
The College's fifth annual Parents Week
End was a particularly signi£cant one
(see Bulletin, LV, No.6, cover and inside
cover ) inasmuch as ground was broken
for the new Student Center. Parents, students, trustees, faculty and administration
ringed themselves around a trio which
broke ground in the shadow of a large
sign which was lettered, "Site of New
Student Center-Trinity College." It was
a proud, happy moment as President Albert C. Jacobs, Trustee Robert S. Morris
'16 and James S. Schoff, incoming president of the Parents Association, joined
with other members of the Trinity family
to celebrate the occasion.
The new Student Center will fulfill one
of the major goals of the three-year Program of Progress which ended June 30.
During this campaign, as you all know,
the College raised $4,666,981, $91,000 of
which was in excess of the stated goal.
Trinity parents exceeded a quota of
$250,000 by raising $274,351. Because of
the close association of the parents with
this project as part of the Program of
Progress, it was particularly fitting that
the ground breaking ceremony be held
during their annual visit to the campus.
On the morning of November 1, the
Parents Association elected two new officers. Mr. Schoff of New York City, president of Bloomingdale's, was elected presiden t, succeeding Edward J. Martin, West
Hartford, of the Phoenix Insurance Company (Fire) . Norman W. Foy, Cleveland
H eights, Ohio, of the Republic Steel
Corporation, was elected vice president,
succeeding Mr. Schoff.

J. Kenneth Robertson, Treasurer of the
College and Albert E. Holland, Vice
President of the College were also elected
Treasurer an d Secretary of the Association.
The following men were elected Directors of the Association:
Graduate Class
Robert M. Bartlett, V.P., Gulf Oil Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. Brooks Harlow, 135
Broadway, New York City; Alexander A.
Mackimmie, Jr., Principal, Bulkeley High
School, Hartford; Ralph S. Shaw, U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Providence, R. I.;
and Yates G. Smith, Beaumont, Smith &
Harris, Detroit, Mich.
Class of 1959
David M. Houston, Hercules Powder Co.,
Wilmington, Del. ; George Lessall, Krisel,
Lessall & Dowling, N.Y.C.; The Rt. Rev.
Philip F. McNairy, D .D ., Suffragan
Bishop of Minnesota, Minneapolis;
Frederick L. Smith, Civil Div., V. S.
Dept. of Justice, Washington, D .C. ; and
George W. Wyckoff, T. B. Mellon & Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Class of 1960
Carrington Clark, Sinclair Oil Co., Columbia, S. C.; David G. Forman, Investments, Buffalo, N.Y.; Paul M. H ammaker, Exec. V. P., Montgomery Ward,
Chicago, Ill. ; Casimir A. Sienkiewicz,
Pres., Central Nat'l. Bank, Philadelphia,
Pa.; and Hon. George Tilzer, Justice of
Supreme Court, State of New York.

Class of 1961
William P. Fisher, Industrial Sales Mgr. ,
duPont Co., Chadds Ford, Pa.; William
Kemble, Bedford Hills, New York; Morris
Lloyd , Drexel & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
John L. Swope, Jr., Garrison, Md. ; and
Alexander L. W einer, Grosse Pointe,
Mich.
Class of 1962
Alan N. Anderson, V.P., Little, Brown &
Co., Boston, Mass.; Joseph V. Ge tlin,
Exec. V.P., Rival Packing Co., 4500 So.
Tripp, Chicago 32, Ill.; Francis V. Lloyd,
Superintendent of Schools, Clayton, Mo.;
John M. Meyer Jr., Senior Vice President, J. P. Morgan & Co. , New York City;
and Vernon C. Myers, Publisher, L ook
Magazine, N.Y.C.
Ex Officio
Edward J. Martin, V. P., Phoenix lnstuance Co., H artford ; Samuel F . Niness,
Pres., Lea man Transportation Co. , Downingtown, Pa.

Other events of the week end included
campus toms, coffee hours, meetings, a
buffet luncheon in the Memorial Field
H ouse and the simultaneous play of the
Trinity-Coast Guard football game and
th e Trinity-Worcester Tech soccer matcl1.
The Bantams won both, 51-8, and 6-l.
That evening there was a reception at
th e President's house, an a Ia carte supper
in Hamlin Hall, and a joint concert by
th e college Glee Club and the Pipes and
Drums, a group of college bagpipers, in
the Field House.

Twelv e Classes Receive Awards for Outstanding
Contributions to The Program of Progress Campaign
Melvin W. Title '18 was given a
large framed picture of the Long Walk
in appreciation of his two years service as National Chairman of the Alumni Fund at the annual Class Agent
Dinner. The presentation was made
by this year's chairman, Herbert R.
Bland '40.
John L. Bonee Jr. '43, national vice
chairman, announced six awards for
outstanding performance in the recent
Program of Progress. Two awards, one
for the largest amount contributed and
one for the largest percentage of contributors, were given to classes in
each of six chronological groups. The
results are tabulated in the table adjacent to this column.

Chronological
Range

Largest Amount
Contributed

Largest Percentage
of Contributors

1884 thru 1910

1909
Karl Hallden
Class Agent
1916
Robert S. Morris
Class Agent
1922
Paul deMacarte
Class Agent
1935
William H. Walker
Class Agent
1950
Jay E. Geiger
Class Agent

1905-90% of Class
Allen Goodale
Class Agent
1918-83% of Class
Syd Pinney
Class Agent
1923-76% of Class
I. Laird Newell
Class Agent
1937-71% of Class
Bart Wilson
Class Agent
1942-57.36% of Class
Dr. Bud Earle
and Donald }. Viering
Class Agents
1954-44% of Class
Pete Carlough
Class Agent

1911 thru 1920
1921 thru 1930
1931 thru 1940
1941 thru 1950

1951 thru 1954
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1951
Bob Bacon
Class Agent

Fifteen Faculty Members R eceive Promotions
Dr. Klimczak To Become
Full Professor; Eleven
Are Named Associates
The promotion of 15 faculty members
was announced at a faculty meeting Tuesday, December 9 by President Albert C.
Jacobs.
The promotions, to be effective September 1, 1959, are for one full professor,
11 associate professors and three assistant
professors.
Dr. Walter ]. Klimczak, who was ad,·anced to professor of mathematics, bas
been a Trinity faculty member since 1951.
He holds B.S ., M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Yale University, where he was an
instructor in mathematics from 1943-47.

Merriman

Oanh

Worrall

Campo

Barber

Albert Merriman, classical languages,
has received his B.A. and M.A. degrees
from Harvard University. He served with
the Ninth Air Force in the European theater during the war and was awarded the
Croix de Guerre by the French government.
Dr. Jack N. X. Oanh, economics, was
born in Tonkin, orth VietNam. He has

Pappas

The new associate professors are:
Dr. Clarence H. Barber, music, is director of the College Glee Club. He has
studied at Harvard University where he
received his Ph.D., the Juilliard School of
Music, the Berkshire Music Center, and
at the Paris Conservatory of Music.
Dr. Michael R. Campo '48, romance
languages, is director of the college's
Cesare Barbieri Center for Italian Studies.
He attended the University of Perugia
and the University of Rome during 195051 under a Fulbright Fellowship, and was
awarded his Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins in
1954.
John A. Dando, English, is not only a
classroom and traveling lecturer but also
is well-known for his radio and television
programs. He has recently given addresses
in Little Rock, Ark., and Arlington, Ill.,
and appears weekly over WTIC-TV and
WCBS radio.
Dr. Robe~:t Lindsay, physics, a former
research physicist with tl1e 1 ational Bureau of Standards in Washington, D. C.,
was appointed to ilie Trinity faculty in
1956. H e has received his M.A. and Ph .D.
degrees from Rice Institute, and before
coming to Trinity had taught at Southern
Methodist University.

Van Stone

Klimczak

Sapega

Tucker

attended the National College of Japan,
the Kyoto Imperial University, and Harvard University, where he received M.A.
and Ph .D. degrees. Before coming to
Trinity in 1955, he had been an instructor
at Wesleyan University.
Mitchel N. Pappas, fine arts, adviser of
the college's Art League, was graduated
from Yale University with both the B.F.A.
and M.F.A. degrees. He has painted
murals in Hartford, New Haven and
Springfield and has ·e xhibited in Hartford,
New Haven, New York City, Norwalk,
and Boston.
August E. Sapega, engineering, who
attended Trinity in a Naval V-12 program during the war, has received his
B.S . and M.S. degrees from Columbia
University. He has been a member of the
Trinity faculty since 1951.
Randall W. Tucker, economics, before
coming to Trinity had instructed at Rhode
Island State College. He has received his
B.A. from Northeastern University and
his M.B .A. from the University of Chicago.
Dr. James M. Van Stone, biology, is
now pursuing research on a grant from
th e U. S. Department of Health, Education and W elfare. He has studied at Wes-

Estarellas

Slaughter

Wild
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D ando

Lindsay

leyan, Norwich and Princeton Universities, receiving his Ph.D. from Princeton
in 1954.
Dr. W. Scott Worrall, chemistry, came
to Trinity in 1954 after spending four
years with the Monsanto Chemical Company as a research chemist. H e has received his B.S. degree from Haverford
College, and his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from Harvard University.
Those promoted to assistant professor
are:
Dr. Juan Estarellas, education, a native
of Spain, holds five degrees-a B.A. from
the Institute Nacional lbiza, an Ed.M.
from Escuela Magisterio de Baleares, an
M.A. from Trinity, a Ph.D. from the University of Madrid, and an Ed.D. from
Harvard University.
Robert D. Slaughter, physical education, holds both his B.S. and M.S. Ed.
degrees from Springfield College. He
came to the Trinity faculty in 1951 from
the U. S. Army, where he was a physical
reconditioning instructor. He has also
taught at Grinnel College.
·
Dr. John F. Wild, physics, has received
his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees from
Yale University. He is a member of Sigma
Xi, tl1e American Association of Physics
Teachers, and the American Physical Society.

Graduate Tuition Rises
For the first time since 1951, the tuition
charges in the Graduate Studies division
will be increased, it was announced in
November by President Albert C. Jacobs.
The increase, from $60 to $75 per halfcourse, will become effective in the summer of 1959, it was ruled at a recent meeting of the Board of Trustees of the College.
Announcement of the increase was
made in a personal letter to all graduate
students from Dr. Robert M. Vogel, Dean
of Graduate Studies. In it he emphasized
that "Trinity wants no well qualified graduate student to be deprived of ilie opportunity to engage in graduate study because of financial need." Therefore, he
said, "to implement this desire a program
of financial aid is in preparation and will
be announced in the near future ."
Dr. Vogel pointed out that since 1951
undergraduate tuition charges at Trinity
have risen from $60 to $105 per halfcourse while iliey have remained constant
in the Graduate Studies division.

Hughes and Robertson
Elected to Executive
Committees

SPORTS

BASKETBALL TEAM
SLOW IN STARTING

Karl Kurth Teaches
In Libya and Ethiopia

Two officials of the administration have
been elected as members of committees
of two different eastern college associations.
Vice President and Dean Arthur H.
Hughes was elected to the Executive
Committee of the Eastern Association of
College Deans and Student Advisers. The
eastern college group held its election
during the recent 72nd annual convention
of the Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in Atlantic
City, N.J.
Treasurer and Comptroller J. Kenneth
Robertson was elected to the Executive
Committee of the Eastern Association of
College and University Business Officers
at th e 39th annual meeting of the group
in Atlantic City, N.J., November SO-December 2.

Athletes in Libya and Ethiopia have
been and will be learning American track
and field techniques during the next three
months as a result of a visit by Assistant
Director of Athletics Karl Kurth, Jr.
Associate Professor of Physical Education and Coach of Trin' s track and field
squad, Karl departed for Africa December 6 for tluee months under the auspices
of the cultural exchange program of the
U. S. Department of State. He has and
will consult with physical ·e ducation instructors and conduct track and field
clinics for youth affiliated with universities, secondary schools and sports clubs,
throughout Libya and Ethiopia.
Professor Kurth, before coming to
Trinity in 1952, was director of athletics
and physical education at East Hartford
High School. He was graduated from
Springfield College in 1942, spent four
years in military service and received his
master's degree in education from Springfield in 1947.

Playing spotty basketball-operating
smoothly sometimes, othertimes looking
ragged-the current group of Bantam
courtmen stood two wins and three losses
as the fall term closed.
The quintet opened with a beautiful
game against Brown. The Bantams,
shooting well, rebounding well, operating
smoothly, led at half time, 41-36, and
seemed to have the makings for an upset
in their first game. The Bruins rallied in
the last seven minutes, however, and
scored nine straight points (seven on free
throws) to pull out the victory, 75-66.
Against M.I.T., Trinity pulled away in
tl1 e last ten minutes, fought off a lastditch T ech rally and won, 66-65.
The Kings Point game was ragged
from the opening center jump. Poor rebounding, poor ball-handling, poor shooting on the part of both clubs was exhibited that night. Again, Trinity outshot
its opponent, but lost on the · free throw
line. Kings Point won in a driving exciting finish, 50-48.
The overtime tussle with Worcester
Tech was decided with six seconds remaining by Douglas Tansill, a sophomore
who also played on the varsity football
team. Doug, who led the squad with 14
points that evening, in the last seconds
of the overtime period drove toward the
basket from the side and was fouled. The
score was tl1en tied. H e hit on tl1e first
of two free throws and Trin was in, 5554.
Williams came to town for the final
game of the Old Year and outlasted Tri.Jlity in a tense ballgame, 73-68.
The freslunan have compiled a 1-4
record, defeating Cheshire Academy, 8034; and losing ,to Brown, 87-67; M.I.T.,
75-66; Worcester Tech, 67-60; and St.
Thomas Seminary, 71-60.

Geo1·ge Capen '10 in Placement Office
Director of Placement John F. Butler
'33, who recently underwent an operation, now is resting comfortably at home.
Filling in for John in the Placement Office
has been George C. Capen '10. The College is most grateful to Mr. Capen for his
willingness again to serve the College in
an official capacity.
CHAPEL BUILDERS CONVENE
A group of men, some bent with age,
others in the prime of life, holding one
thing in common-that they built the
Trinity Chapel-returned to the campus
last month for their 26th anniversary dinner and service.
Stone cutters, masons, cabinetmakers,
plumbers, carpenters, and laborers who
with loving care toiled for four years or
less came back to the hill to reminisce at
their annual gathering.
They walked about tl1e Gothic building, talking quietly and inspecting architectmal details witl1 an expert's eyes.
They held a service in the Crypt Chapel
and another one in th·e cloister at the
south of the Chapel.
Later, in Hamlin Hall where they were
served a turkey dinner, these members of
tl1e Chapel Builders Alumni Association
told stories of the four years of chapel
building, remembered old friends and
related anecdotes into a tape recorder.
Lewis Wallace, master mason for the
Chapel reported for the committee appointed to select tl1e twenty-fiftl1 anniversary gift. The committee recommended
an altar rail for the Crypt Chapel. Preliminary drawings by Professor John Taylor were shown to th·e group. Each of the
uprights portrayed one of tl1e several arts.
The group approved the idea of an altar
rail and suggested certain changes in the
design which would make it possible to
construct without resorting to the expensive process of casting. He also reported that the fund had reached $825.
Other members of the committee are
Herbert Mather Jr. and Arthm Paquette.

Minor Sports
The minor winter sports-swin1ming,
squash, and fencing-have held but few
meets this season.
So far the varsity swimming team has
won one and lost one. It opened the season witl1 a 60-26 trouncing of Tufts, capturing all but two events. The next time
out against tl1e Cadets of Coast Guard,
Trin received a dunking, 54-32.
The frosh swimmers defeated Cheshire
Academy, 59-27. Varsity squash lost, 90, to Army at West Point and fencing,
an informal sport, lost 22-5 to New York
University.

Student Campus Chest Sets New High
The annual Campus Chest Campaign
which ran this year from December 4
through December 11 was cli.Jnaxed on
the final night with th·e traditional cake
sale, a variety show and the Ugly Man
Contest.
Contributions to the Chest totaled
slightly more than $5,800, approximately
$1,000 over last year's record campaign.
Once again the freshman class walked
away with the Ugly Man Cup. The winning "Uglier-than-thou" representative
was William D. Wood '62 of Wawa, Pa.
Delta Psi was the over-all Chest leader,
receiving the William M. Savitt trophy, a
large silver bowl, as tl1e. group contributing most to the campaign.
· · Geoffrey Huang of . Hong Kong, a
UNESCO gratViee and representative of
the World Univer~ Service which will
receive one-Half'+or'the proceeds, was the
evening's main speaker.
He said that tl1e contributions of Trinity undergraduates would "not only help
needy students in other parts of the world
but also would bring credit to your nation."

He concluded by saying tl1at dollars
such as these would "Ray for a better
foundation in the world' and assist dis-
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illusioned students in the Near and Far
East to "regain a meaning of existence."
The variety show included a band, a
string trio, Johnny Philip Morris as comaster of ceremonies, the Trinity Pipes
and a jazz trio.
The cake sale turned over some nice
proceeds when Mrs. John A. Mason's traditional cake with the Trinity seal was
purchased by the freslm1an class for $84.
Philip L. Babin '61, the other co-master
of ceremonies, became i.Jwolved in the
cake sale when an unidentified group of
students paid $25 for tl1e pleasure of
throwing it in Phil's face.
This year's Campus Chest Campaign,
with tremendous student help, was engineered by William G. deColigny '60 of
Richmond, Va., standout football tackle.
Charities otl1er than the World University Service receiving contributions
from the campaign were the Hartford
Community Chest, the American Friends
Service Committee and the National
Scholarship Service Fund for Negro Students. The Chest also made a generous
contribution to the American Cancer Society in memory of the la te Ernest W.
Evenson, assistant comptroller, who died
August 27.

Seventy-seven Receive
Fall Athletic Awards
Widing, LeClerc and
Parsons Trophy Winners
A total of 40 varsity letters, 17 in football and 23 in soccer, were awarded to
young Trinity men at the College's annual Fall Sports Dinner, December 8, in
Hamlin Hall. Freslunan numerals were
given to 18 football players and 19 soccermen.
Director of Athletics Ray Oosting presided at the gathering which heard two
of Trinity's outstanding former athletes
speak briefly (see picture) on the values
of a college education and of collegiate
athletic competition.
C. Jon Widing '59 was awarded the
Peter S. Fish trophy as the most valuable
soccer player. John G. Parsons '61 was
given the Harold R. Shetter trophy as the
most improved soccer player. Roger A.
LeClerc became the first recipient of tl1e
Dan Jessee Blocking Award, newly-established by Donald J. Viering '42.

ALUMNI STARS who spoke at the annual Fall Sports Banquet, December 8, in Hamlin
Hall are seated with the captaim-elect of the 1959 Bantam athletic teams. Left to right
are Charles C. Sticka '56, Roger A. LeClerc '59 football captain, Join• W. Bassett '60 soccer captai1•, a1•d Myro1t "Moe" Drabowski who is currently finishing work on his degree.

Soccer Team Closes with 7-1 Record; Football ends with 4-4 Season
The soccer team completed tl1e 1958
season with a 7-1 record. Last year it
was 5-2.
The Bantams, in rolling up 46 goals to
its opponents' 10, were led by sophomore
Alexander Guild who tallied 21 times to
set a new Trinity record for goals scored
in one season. H e topped tl1e old mark by
nine. This previous record had been held
by tluee Trinity All-Americans- Douglas
B. Raynard '57, Kennetl1 W. Swanson
'56, and Winfield A. Carlough Jr. '54.
Coast Guard was first on tl1e schedule,
and tl1 e Cadets went down, 8-3. The
Bantams tl1en defeated Tufts, 7-1 and
battered tile University of Massachusetts,
8-2. Williams offered tl1e toughes t competition to date, but Trin won, 3-l. A middle-of-the-week game saw a whitewash
of Union in Schenectady, 8-0, and tilen
a defeat of Worcester Tech in Hartford,
6-1.
A scrappy Amherst team at Homecoming dropped tl1e Bantams from the
undefeated ranks witl1 a 2-1 victory. This
ruined any Trinity chances for the New
England title and possible national acclaim.
The season ended on a happy note with
a 4-1 win over Wesleyan. Six seniors
played for the last time in tilis game.
They were th e co-captains C. Jon Widing
and William Lukens, Myles McDonough,
Jon Outcalt, Brendan Shea and Artl1ur
Judge.
The frosh soccer squad under Coach
Robert Shults closed the season witil a
3-2 record. Victories were over ichols
Junior College, 3-2, in overtime; tile Wesleyan JV's, 1-0; and Amherst, 2-0. Losses
were to Springfield, 3-2 and to tl1e Wesleyan Freshmen, 1-0. A Korean boy, Illii
Synn from tile Kent School, led the scoring with four goals.

The 1958 football team closed the season witil a loss to a hard-driving Wesleyan eleven, 22-18, thereby finishing its
schedule witl1 an even four wins and
four losses.
Victories were registered over Williams,
12-0; Colby, 30-20; Alfred, 18-8; and
Coast Guard, 51-8. Losses were to Denison, 27-12; Tufts, 20-6 ; Amherst, 22-12;
and Wesleyan, 22-18.
Spotlights of tile season were tl1e triumph over Williams in the muddy, hornegame opener and tl1e Parents Day romp
at Coast Guard's expense. After being
designated as four-touchdown underdogs
for the Williams encounter, Trinity surprised the oddsmakers. Altilough favored
against the Cadets, tile ease with which
the Bantams won, even playing reserves
for one-half of the game, tilis tin1e surprised tl1e fans.
Starting senior lettermen on tile team
numbered only a few, so tl1ere should be
good material next year.
Backfield performers next year will include fullback Robert G. Johnson, who
was the individual .rushing leader for the

ALL-AMERICA
SOCCER PLAYERS
Brendan Shea, for tl1e tl1ird straight
year, and Alex Guild were named to tlle
1958 All-America Soccer squad by tlle
ational Soccer Coaches Association of
America. Shea received an honorable
mention at inside right and Guild made
tile second team at center forward.
Alex also has successfully dribbled his
way through preliminary N.C.A.A. tryout held at Brooklyn College during December for tile next Olympic games.
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team gaining 586 yards in 82 carries. Bob
saw action in only six games, missing the
Denison opener and being injured early
in tl1e final contest against Wesleyan.
Also back will be halfback Thomas M.
Wyckoff who gained 521 yards in 109
carries. It is anticipated tl1at Edward B.
Speno, who was injured in tile Denison
game, will return to the gridiron action.
Other backfield help will be given by
halfbacks Hodel! Anderson and James K.
Gavin, fullbacks Kenneth C. Cromwell
and David J. Narins, and quarterback
Thornton G. Sanders.
Lettermen linemen returning will be
next year's captain and center Roger A.
LeClerc, tackles William G. deColigny
and Michael A. Sinkiewicz, guards Philip
L. Babin, Birger B. Gabrielson and David
A. Golas, and ends Douglas T. Tansill,
Dale . Peatman and George P. Lynch.
Other forward wall help will be provided
by Clifford M. Bernstein, Ronald A.
Blanken, Robert L . Brown, Richard A.
Druckman, William D. Frawley, Gordon
Ramsey, Thomas D. Reese, and James
Rader.
There will also be some upcoming
sophomores from tl1e freshman team to
bolster tl1e line and reinforce tl1e backfield.
In summarizing tlle 1-3-1 season Freshman Coach Chet McPhee said, "This was
a very green and inexperienced team at
first, but I was very pleased with improvements, botil in team spirit and performance."
The frosh opened tl1e schedule with a
6-6 deadlock against Springfield; lost a
closely-fought game to Coast Guard, 8-6;
were trounced by Monson Academy, 28-0;
eked out a "tough 'un" against Wesleyan,
14-12; and dropped the last game to
Amherst, 33-8.

ALUM

Herb Bla1td '40
emcee at dim1er
Hallde1t '09, "alum?ti giver";
Clente?tt '0 1, "alunmi getter"

Fred Tamill '22 a1td John Dora1t '22 reminisce

Smartly-dressed bagpipers head for Field House

The week end of November 7 and 8 was Grade "A""A" for Alumni, for activity, for athletics and, unfortunately,
for Amherst.
The Class Agents dinner kicked off the week end Friday,
November 7, in Hamlin Hall. At that time, Herbert R.
Bland '40, national Alumni fund chaiTman, presented the
theme "Great Teaching equals a Great College" of the
1958-59 Alumni Fund. Herb said that tllis year's goal was
$100,000 with tl}~ funds to be used for the increase of
faculty salaries.
The theme of the campaign was expressed by Vice President Albert E. Holland, the dinner's main speaker, after
the agents were welcomed by President Albert C. Jacobs.
Bert's address "Achievements and Challenges" discussed
the importance that an alumnus plays in the life of his
college. He mentioned alumni achievements at Trinity
which have resulted in new buildings, new laboratory
equipment, endowments, and sketched in the challenges
of the 1958-59 campaign.
The vice president singled out the "Alumni giver" Karl
W. Hallden '09, and the "Alumni getter" ·Maron W.
Clement '01, illustrating his remarks with anecdotes concerning each man. He concluded the address by re-emphasizing the theme. "A college exists," he said, "for teaching
and learning. Our alumni fund this year exists for the perpetuation of great teaching at Trinity."
Saturday dawned clear and crisp. It was a good day for
activity. And there was plenty of it.
The Boar·d of Trustees, holding a morning meeting,
gathered for the first time in the newly-completed Trustees
Room in the equally as newly-completed Downes Memorial
Clock Tower. The oak-paneled room, with large bay windows on the north and south, fireplace to the west and
crystal chandelier suspended above a grey-blue rug, provided a perfect setting for their deliberations.
An hour before noon the scene shifted to the walk south
of the Clock Tower where the trustees, faculty and administration gathered before filing into the Chapel to hear Dr.
Frederick L. Gwynn's inaugural address as Professor of
English and chairman of tl1at depaTtment. (See lecture
story in this Bulletin. )

OMECOMING

"Accept this gift of a faithful alumnus . . .
bless it with such use as may tend most to Thy
glory and . . . Christian faith .. •"

Trustees gather for the first meeting i1t new
Room of Do1111tes Memorial

Tn~stees'

After Dr. Gwynn's address the academic procession made
its way from the Chapel along the walk, through the Clock
Tower arch and to the parking oval on the north side. Here
The Rt. Rev. Walter H . Gray, Bishop of Connecticut,
dedicated and blessed the building.
There was a sh01t tour of the new Clock Tower after the
dedication ceremony and then the Pipes and Drums, a
group of bagpipers, musically escorted the alumni, their
wives and fri ends of the College down to the Field House
for the Alumni Luncheon. These pipers, an undergraduate
group who are colorful in garb and performance, are led by
Dr. Henry G. Hood Jr. , instructor in history at Trinity.
Long lines of hungry folks crowded the walk outside of
the Field House, shuttled through the doors at the north
wall and filed , plates outstretched, past white-covered tables laden with food. Coats were placed on chairs in order
to save them for friends who hadn't been seen since the last
Homecoming while conversation rattled on of business, of
the College, of the day's athletics prospects , and of promises
to see each other more frequently than during the past
year. Upon finishing lunch they slipped into their winter
garments and sauntered off in the direction of the soccer
and football fields .
The soccer con test, in progress since 1 p.m., was a sluggish affair for Trinity. Undefeated all season , the Bantams
were a good bet for the New England Title if they could
get by once-defeated Amherst. But this was not to be the
case. Experiencing difficulty, Trinity for the first half merely
went through the motions. Although the second half was
an entirely different game, time ran out before Trin really
started rolling, and Amherst won, 2-l.
The football team also experienced a bit of difficulty.

Although rated as an underdog the Bantams fought hard
and led going into the final period by a 12-8 margin. A
few seconds later, however, Amherst, who was down near
the goal line in the waning minutes of the third quarter,
scored, converted the extra points and went ahead, 14-12.
Shortly thereafter, the Lord Jeffs tallied again to win, 22-12.
Homecoming, except for fraternity parties and reunions,
for all intents and purposes was over. But even Amherst,
scoring a double victory, could not quite dampen the thrill
of once again returning to the campus on the hill.
Jim Weir 'J8 and Glover Johnson '22 at luncheo1t
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ALUMNI A§§OCIA TION NEW§
ALBANY
The Albany Alumni Association met
on Tuesday, December 2, at the University Club. Among alumni present was Col.
C. B. F. Brill, chairman of the New York
State Thruway Department. Films of the
Trinity-Wesleyan game were shown.
A Planning Committee, an Interviewing Committee, and an Advisory Committee were organized. The Planning Committee is to prepare and organize future
mee tings.
On F ebruary 28, the association plans
to attend th e Trinity-Union basketball
game.

Horace S. Vaile '52, vice president;
Robert A. Krogman '52, secretary; Edward B. Thomas '52, treasurer; and Alfred N. Guertin '22, honorary president.
In addition to the offi cers, members of
th e executive committee are James R.
Foster '52, Richard L. Garrison ' 51,
Willard J. Haring '34, Morris R. Eddy
'42, Robert H. Boyle '49 and Charles C.
Bowen '54.
HARTFORD
The Trinity Club of Hartford honored
H erbert R. Bland '40 at its annual meeting November 14 at the College. H e re-

Boston Advisory Committee: Nelson '10, Withington '13, PhiPPen '32, Phister '18, Ro1tntree '40, Birch '25 and Blake '39

BOSTON
The Trinity Club of Boston, enjoying
a great year in terms of activity and interest, met on December 11 to hear President Albert C. Jacobs discuss present
conditions at Trinity College and plans
for th e future.
Thirty-seven alumni were present at
the dinner meeting, held at the Hotel
Beaconsfield. Carl M. H eller '53, a member of the club's executive committee and
chairman of the downtown functions ,
aeted as toastmaster. Kingston L . Howard
'51, presiden t, introduced Dr. Jacobs.
Mr. Howard also said a few words about the club's plans for the coming year.
They include regional meetings leading
up to the annual meeting which will be
.held late in May at the Pillars House on
Route 128 near the Massachusetts Turnpike. The next meeting, he said, is planned for the Southern area in late January
or early February.
Victor F. Morgan '99, secretary-treasurer, was introduced, as was George
Chester '29, executive committee member and chairman of th e alumni interviewing committee. Other executive committee members are Eugene L. Binda
'53, James D. Holland '53, P. Douglas
Banks '52 and Richard W. Lally '52.
George H . M. Rountree '40 is chairman
of th e advisory committee.
CHICAGO
The Chicago Alumni Association held
a meeting at th e Racquet Club November
10. John Dando, assistant professor of
English at Trinity, gave an interesting
talk on English at th e College. Topics of
finances, scholarship aid and goals of a
liberal education were also discussed.
Charles F . Johnson II '42 is president
of the Chicago group. Other officers are

ceived the club's annual award for outstanding service to community an d college. H e is chairman of the 1959 Alumni
Fund, active in the Greater Hartford
Community Ches t and engaged in man y
other civic programs.
Donald J. Viering '42 was elected president of the Trinity Club of Hartford,
succeeding William B. Starkey '44. Other
officers elected were Jolm C. Gunning '49,
vice president; David A. Tyler '43, secretary; Benjamin Silverberg '19, treasurer ;
and Nelson A. Shepard '21, chairman of
th e scholarship committee.
New members of the executive committee are Stanley L. Kennedy '24, Albert
W. Baskerville '35, Andrew W. Milligan
'45 and E. Laird Mortin1er '57. They join
holdovers John T. Wilcox '39, Richard A .
Leggett '39, Thomas C. DePatie '52 and
Albert L. Magnoli '52 on the committee.
Mr. Silverberg, treasurer, and Mr.
Shepard, chairman of the scholarship
committee, were re-elected to positions
they have held for many years . Mr. Silverberg was presen ted a dozen Trinity
glasses in appreciation for his 22 years
as treasurer of th e club.
Coach Dan Jessee and sportswriters
H arold Ogden and Bill Newell were th e
guest speakers on the program whi ch
featured pre-Wesleyan game football talk.
During th e business portion of the
meeting, Mr. Wilcox reported on the series
of downtown monthly luncheons the club
has been holding under his chairmanship.
Attendance has been from 40 to 70 alumni at th e luncheons and guests speakers
have included Prof. F . Woodbridge Constant, Prof. Ray Oosting, Prof. George
Cooper, Assoc. Prof. Paul W. Kurtz. Prof.
Daniel E. Jessee and Registrar Thomas
A. Smith .
Due to th e cost of mailings, Mr. Wilcox
reported, th e luncheon invitations have
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been sent only to dues-paying members
of th e club. H e added that through interest in the luncheons many alumni
have joined the club.
EW BRITAIN
The New Britain Alumni Association
held its last meeting Tuesday, November
18. at John Cooke's restaurant in Plainville. After a very fine dinner, President
Dudley V. Bickford '52 opened the meeting and discussed plans for book prizes
to outstanding high school juniors and
the possibility of inviting a few juniors
to a future alumni meeting at Trinity,
while also touring th e campus.
Professor Andrian of the modern languages department gave a talk on his
activities at Trinity and the effect of
modern languages on the world.
At this meeting, election of officers for
th e year 1958-1959 took place. Dudley V.
Bickford '52 was elected president; Siebert Kaufman '46, vice president; Walter
Blogoslawski '55, secretary, and Joseph
Shettle '50, treasurer. Elected to the ·executive committee were Frederick N.
Senf '35, Albert E. Sheary '51, and
Samuel Coale '34.
1

NEW HAVE
Ray Oosting and D an Jessee were the
guest speakers at th e New Haven Alumni
Association meeting at the DiNicola
Resta urant Thursday, November 13. The
guests gave short talks on athletics at
Trinity and in addition, movies of the
Trinity-Amherst game were shown.
Officers of the New Haven association
are John Fink '44, president; Mackintosh
Aldrich '51, vice president; John Gummere '17, secretary-treasurer, and Richard
S. Zampiello '55, assistant treasurer and
program manager.
NEW YORK
President Albert C . Jacobs was the
principal speaker a t the annual fall meeting of the New York Alumni Association,
D ecember 5, a t the Railroad Machinery
Club in New York City. He was introduced by Robert H. Daut '34, president
of the New York Altmmi Association.
Dr. Jacobs discussed conditions at the
college and praised the faculty which, he
said, has improved steadily since he came
to th e college. He thanked the Alumni for
all they had done and would do, and
stressed the in1portance of the 1959
Alumni Fund which has been dedicated
to "great teaching."
Ray Oosting, senior professor and director of Athletics, spoke on sports at Trinity. He also mentioned the desirability
of encouraging young men with a
combination of academic and athletic
ability to apply for admission to Trinity.
H e pointed out that alumni could do
th eir college a grea t service by seeking
out such boys and describing to them tl1e
advantages of a personal type of liberal
arts education such as Trinity offers.
Football Coach Dan Jessee followed
Prof. Oosting with his comments on the
1958 football season. H e praised the "50Minute Men" for a good season in view

NECROLOGY
The Bulletin wishes to correct an
error published in the necrology for
Ernest W. Evenson, M.S. '54. Mr.
Evenson, assistant comptroller of the
College, died August 27, 1958.
The Campus Chest has contributed a sizable portion of its current
goal to the Cancer Society in memory of Mr. Evenson.

RALPH EVELYN CAMERON, 1906

Seen at New York Dinner-Class of 191J: Ward, Brown, Adkins, Noble and CookClass of 1915: Ki,.,.ey, Bent a,.d Bra,.d

of the very tough schedule. He felt this
team would have been undefeated 6 years
ago, but that our league has become
much stronger in recent years.
During the business portion of the
meeting, Mr. Daut was re-elected president. Other offic·ers elected were: John
Gooding Jr. '31, Stewart M. Ogilvy '36,
Milton C. Marquet '35, Frank J. Eigenbauer '35, vice presidents; Frederick C.
Hinkel Jr. '06, secretary and treasurer;
Ronald J. Condon '28, Jack T. Farris '28,
Alvin C. Hopkins '40, Joel J. Brooke '37,
and James F. Straley '49, executive com·
mittee.
Elections were highlighted by the introduction of the Lawson Purdy slate on
which Frederic Tansill '22, acting for the
nominating conm1ittee, wrote the nominations.
PHILADELPHIA
Dr. 0. W. Lacy, dean of students,
addressed the Philadelphia Alumni Association December 5, at the Hotel Warwick. Twenty-three were present for the
dinner meeting.
Dr. Lacy outlined a typical day in the
office of the Dean of Students, bringing
into his talk student activities, disciplinary problems, and considerable humor.
His talk was well received.
Walter Armstrong '50, president of the
Philadelphia Alumni Association, acted as
master of ceremonies. He called on James
R. Brainerd '50, alumni secretary, to talk
about the Alumni Council, its purposes
and potentials.
Ronald E. Kinney '15 reported on the
pre-freshman outing, attended by 19
members of the Class of 1962 from the
Philadelphia area. Mr. Kinney reported
on the alumni interviewing program
which has been very effective in the
Philadelphia area.
Officers, in addition to Mr. Armstrong,
are William H. Fritz '51, first vice president; David 0. Bellis '50, second vice

president; Charles H. Van Lanen '54,
secretary; and James M. Perry '50, treasurer.
SOUTH FLORIDA
The South Florida Alumni Association
held a meeting November 10 at the
Biscayne Terrace Hotel in Miami. The
main topic of discussion was the methods
and aims in acquainting the Miami area
with Trinity College. A meeting of the
executive committee is to be held in
December to establish a program. This
program will be presented to the membership at the January meeting.
Highli~hting the meeting were films of
this year s Trinity-Colby football game.
Officers of the South Florida Alumni
Association are Thomas Barry '51, president; Sanford Cobb M.D. '47, vice president; LeBaron C. Colt Jr. '51, secretarytreasurer; Alfred Rollins '34, chairman of
the Scholarship Committee.

The College has received word of the
death of Ralph E. Cameron on March 8,
1958, in Iowa City, Iowa. As an undergraduate, Mr. Cameron was a member
of the football squad and the basketball
team. He was secretary of the Debating
Club and the recipient of the first MackaySmith Mathematical Prize. He was also
a member of the Glee Club, Choir, and
Dramatic Club. He joined Alpha Delta
Phi.
During World War I, Mr. Cameron
was commissioned a colonel in the army
engineers. He served as engineer for the
Kansas City building and maintenance
department and was head of the army
map service in Quincy, Ill., during World
War II. Since the end of the war, he had
been the field office manager of the Illinois Soldiers Home in Quincy, Ill.
He is survived by his stepmother, two
stepbrothers, and one stepsister.
WILLIAM THEODORE GRAY JR.,
1915
Mr. William T. Gray, 66, a member of
the Class of 1915, died December 15,
1957, in Winston-Salem, N.C. While at
Trinity he was a member of Delta Psi.
Leaving Trinity in 1913, he attended Bryant and Stratton Business College, Boston,
Mass. Mr. Gray was connected with the
Ferrell Realty Company for the past 15
years and was also a well known auctioneer and the owner of the W. T. Gray
Pioneer Auction Company for many years.

CONNECTICUT

WILLIAM NORBERT WILSON, 1917

The Western Connecticut Alumni Association held its fall meeting at the White
Fence Inn in Thomaston Wednesday
evening, November 19. President John
Burbank '51 presented an up-to-date report on the Western Connecticut Scholarship Fund, which, from all indications,
is enjoying very · good success. After a
few opening remarks by Toastmaster
Karl Hallden '09, President Albert C.
Jacobs spoke to the gathering on the excellent response to the "Program of Progress" and the proposed additions to the
college.
In addition to President Burbank, officers of the club are Mayo Shrieber '54,
vice president and Robert N. Miller '55,
secretary-treasurer. Executive committee
members are Kenneth E. Johnson '18,
Karl W. Hallden '09, Frank G. Whitney
'29, Elliott R. Mayo '34 and Paul E.
Fenton '17.

William N. Wilson, a certified public
accountant, d1ed October 15, 1958, in
Seattle, Wash. He prepared for college at
Phillips Exeter Academy, New Hampshire. He was Phi Beta Kappa at Trinity,
and a member of Delta Kappa Epsilon.
He was also active in the Mandolin Club,
the Sophomore Smoker Committee, and
was the Class Day Poet.
After graduation he went to Yale University where he received his master's
degree in mathematics. Mr. Wilson was
an actuary for the Travelers Insurance
Company in Hartford for 18 years. He
moved to the West Coast in 1935 where
he established a certified public-accountant office.
Mr. Wilson was the son of the late
Dr. William P. Wilson of Hartford and a
nephew of the late Professor Joseph D.
Flynn '97. He leaves his widow and three
sons, all of Seattle.

WESTER
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WALTER BJORN, 1918

JOHN HOLMES CALLEN, 1921

Walter Bjorn, 62, died November 16,
1958, in Jacksonville, Fla., after a long
illness. Mr. Bjorn was an outstanding
athlete while at Trinity being the holder
of a college broad jump record that stood
for twenty years and a member of the
football squad. H e was elected to Phi
Beta Kappa and received his B.S. degree
in 1918. Mr. Bjorn was an active alumnus
serving for the last five years on the
Trinity Alumni Endowment Committee.
H e served with the Connecticut General
Life Insurance Company for some fifteen
years and resigned to accept a post as
director of group insurance with New
England Mutual of Boston in 1952. H e
retired in 1955.
Mr. Bjorn also gained prominence in
th e actuarial field and was a fellow of the
Society of Actuaries .
H e is survived by his wife, Gladys Hill
Bjorn , and his daughter, Mrs. Carol Anne
Gamble.

John H . Callen, 57, died in Rumson ,
N.J. , October 15, 1958. While at Trinity,
he was active in many phases of campus
life. H e was vice president of his freshman class, president of his class, sophomore year and vice president of his senior
class. H e was also an active member of
the Jesters, of which he was elected vice
president in his junior .year. Mr. Callen
was a member of the Medusa, Political
Science Club, and was circulation manager of the Tripoa. His fraternity was
Alpha Chi Rho.
Upon graduation, Mr. Callen began his
life-long career in the textile industry
with Freneau-Nelson Company, Inc. For
the past fi ve years he had been with Peerless Mills, Burlington Industries Division,
where in 1954 he was elected vice president.
Mr. Callen leaves his widow, Gloria;
five sons, John H . Jr. '55, Merrill B. '56,
Daniel D., Andrew B., and Bock W .; and
two brothers.

CHARLES KENDALL GILBERT, HO .
1949
The Rt. Rev. Charles K. Gilbert, who
received an honorary D.D. from Trinity
in 1949, died at tl1e age of 80 on ovember 19, 1958, in Charlemont, Mass.
Bishop Gilbert received his B.A. degree
from Hamiltop College, his master's in
1905 and doctorate of divinity in 1926.
H e was graduated from General Theological Seminary in 1931.
H e was rector of Grace Church, Millbrook, N.Y., from 1906-1912, and editor
of the Churchman from 1913-1920. H e
served two years as rector of St. James
Church in Scarsdale, N.Y., and 10 years
as executive secretary of the New York
Diocese Social Service Commission .
H e was suffragan bishop of tl1e New
York diocese from 1930-1947 and was
chosen bishop of New York in 1947. H e
retired in 1950.
Bishop Gilbert, holder of eight degrees,
was the author of Foreigners or Friends
and the Social Opportunity of the Church-

man.

CLA§§ NOTE§
'02

Anson T. McCook
50 State St., Hartford

Contributions from almost every member of '02 toward a memorial in the
Student Center to the late Rev. JAMES
HENDERSON, president of the Class
since graduation, have swelled the Fund
to substantial proportions.
The Rt. Rev. ROBERT B. GOODEN
attended the General Convention of the
Protestant Episcopal Church held at Miami Beach, Fla. , last October as a member of the House of Bishops. His son also
was in attendence as Bishop of Panama.
Your Secretary, a member of the House
of Deputies, served as chairman of the
Committee of the Whole, on the Committee on Rules and on the Committee
on Despatch of Business. Accompanied
bv his sister, an honorary .member of th e
Class, he return ed by way of Washington
where he was admitted to practice before
th e Supreme Court of the United States.

'09

Alex. W. Creedon
55 State St., Hartford
FIFTIETH REUNION

PAUL BUTTERWORTH recently received a special citation for 25 years
service by th e Hartford chapter of th e
American Red Cross. H e is an honorary
board member of the Hartford chapter.

'11
The Rev. STEPHEN W. GREEN is
now teaching English at Rykkyo (St.
Paul's ) University in Tokyo, Japan . In

In this section each Class Secretary is listed with his address
next to his class numerals.
The secretaries will appreciate
greatly receiving news of your
activities or of the doings of your
classmates.

his spare time he is enjoyin g himself as
a tourist.

'14

Robert E. Cross
208 Newberry St., Hartford
FORTY-FIFTH REUNION

'16

Robert S. Morris
100 Pearl St., Hartford

SHORTY CAULFIELD has become a
prolific contributor to the Connecticut
Historical Society Bulletin. His latest absorbing series on Connecticut Gravestones reveals many heretofore unknown
fa cts concerning early Connecticut stonecutters and their contributions to American folk sculpture.
Despite the recent Democratic landslide in th ese parts RUSS JOHNSTON
came through unscathed and was reelected Judge of Probate.
ABBE NILES visited the campus over
the Homecoming W eekend chiefly to engage in a bit of literary research, the

18

fruit of which will come to light in due
time.
Now that Trinity has broken ground
for the new Student Center BOB
O'CONNOR and his associates are busily
occupied preparing working drawings.
November 24th was a big day in the
life of "HOPPY" SPOFFORD when 250
prominent citizens gathered in Miami for
a testin1onial dinner to him on his retirement as Regional Director of the Miami
FHA insuring office. FHA Commissioner,
Norman P. Mason, flew in from Washington to give the principal address, and
letters of congratulation and commendation were received from many national
personages including Herbert Hoover and
Florida's Governor Leroy Collins. Our
congratula tions, although belated, go -to
"HOPPY" for his outstanding career of
public service.

'19

Sumner W. Shepherd Jr.
150 Mountain Road , W. H artford
FORTIETH RE U ION

'22

Bert C. Gable
61 Clearfield Rd.
W eth ersfield, Conn.

"Loyal" is the word which comes to
mind when reference is made to HE RY
T. KNEELA D, senior vice president of
The Connecticut Merit System Association. Whetl1er it is a regular Executive
Committee meeting or a hastily-called
special mee ting, you can be sure that
"Hank" Kn eeland will make every effort
to be present.

Once there, he makes an important
contribution to the group. Not one to
push himself forward, still it often is
Henry Kneeland's quiet voice which inquires: "Just how are we going to do
that?" or "That sounds fine, but where
is the money coming from?" His practical
conservatism is an asset.
But don't think that this stops H enry
Kneeland from getting "steamed up." H e
is sincerely devoted to the principles of
the merit system and favors prompt action when the evidence shows those
principles are being violated .
Secretary and Treasurer of Hart, Kn eeland & Poindexter (real estate), Mr.
Kneeland is active in civic affairs both
in Hartford (e.g., W adsworth Atheneum)
and in Bloomfield where he was form erly
a member of the Zoning Board of Appeals.

vember 9. John is rector of The Church
of the H eavenly Rest in New York City.
JAMES E. BENT was honored by a dinner celebrating his inauguration as president of the National League of Insured
Savings Associations on D ecember 1 at
th e Statler-Hilton Hotel.

'23

A very successful class dinner was held
after the Amherst game November 8 at
the Farmington Club thanks to Mary and
BERT HOLLAND. It was a pleasure to
see BILL THOMAS of Centerville, Md.,
again. Others attending were HOFF BENJAMIN, BOB DAUT, JOE FLYNN,
ANDY ONDERDONK, the ED CRAIGS,
the ED ELYS, the ELLIOTT MAYOS,
the SEYMOUR SMITHS, the CHARLIE
TUCKERS, and the JOHN MASONS. It
also was good to meet the JOHN GODDARDS and their children who came to
the cocktail party at the Holland's home.
CHUCK KINGSTON is calling the
Class Reunion committee into session.
Save the weekend of Jun e 12, 13 and 14.
All of Greater H artford thanks CHUCK
for the wonderful leadership he gave to
the recent Community Chest.
WARREN REUBER has been elected
to th·e executive committee of the Life
Advertisers Association, an international
organization of life insurance advertising
men. Last year he served as chairman of
the Association's educational committee.
JERRY ARNOLD is presently serving
as management consultant to the Japan
Productivity Center, instructing their consultants. H e may be addressed at Hotel
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japai;J.
BOB DAUT did an excellent job presiding at the New York Alumni Dinner
on D ecember ··2nd. His ready wit and
bon mots ·e ven kept 1935 in order.
New addresses-BOB ANDREWS, 8
Garden Ave., Chatham, N.J.; JOHN
SOUNEY, 30 Humbert Ave., Meriden,
Conn.; ADRIAN ONDERDONK, 9008
Elmdale Rd., Alexandri a, Va.

James Calano
35 White St. , Hartford

Bishop CONNIE GESNER of Sioux
F alls attended the General Convention of
the Episcopal Church October 5 through
17 at Miami Beach . The good Bishop reports that . many worthwhile things were
accomplished at th e Convention. H e also
reports that Miami Beach is out of this
world.
The STAN MILLERS visited their son
Stan Jr. at Denver in September. They
also spent three weeks visiting points of
interest in Okla., Colo., Nev., and Calif.
by means of a combined air and motor
trip.
I chanced upon WALT CANNER at
the Homecoming Amherst game. Although
I didn't see anyone else I hope more of
you were present.

'24

'

Stanley L. Kennedy
70 Ledgewood Road
West Hartford
THIRTY-FIFTH REUNION

'26

N. Ross Parke
77 Van Buren Ave.
W est Hartford

Classmates will be happy to know the
NORM PITCHERS can be reached now
at their new address-1910 Garrett Road,
Lansdowne, Pa. Our last records show
that the new address of the Very Reverend FRANCIS J. PRYOR III is 5843
Hardy Avenue, San Diego 15, California.
To BOB SHEEHAN our special congratulations on the great editorial work you
have done and are doing in your fin e
job as associate editor of Fortune Magazine. We especially enjoyed your excellent tribute to your form er president and
editor-in-chief of The Spectator under
whom you served for fourteen years.
Congratulations to the FRANK AIKINS
on their dau ghter's studying at Connecticut College for Women.

'28

Royden C. Berger
53 Thomson Road, West Hartford

JOHN LARGE was guest preacher a t
the Trinity College Chapel Sunday, No-

'29

James V. White
22 Austin Road, Devon, Conn.
THIRTIETH REUNION

'34

John Mason
17 Arnoldale Road, West Hartford

TWENTY-FIFTH REUNION

'36

John F. Geare
Barnes-Barnard-Geare
Clark-Keating Bldg.
Cumberland, Md.

HARRINGTON LITTELL will depart
shortly for Monrovia, Liberia, where he
will serve witl1 th·e American Embassy.
DOLF HOEHLING has recently completed a civil war work which is said
to be an absolute necessity for all members of th at brotherhood. The book, Last
Train from Atlanta, had a most complimentary feature review in the New York
Times of October 6th.
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'3 7

George J. Lepak
68 H emlock Lane
Bay Shore, N.Y.
DAN ALPERT has been named research professor on indefinite tenure and
director of the Control Systems Laboratory at the University of Illinois. Prior to
joining the University in July, 1957, Dan
was in charge of the physics laboratory
at the W estinghouse Electric Co. in Pittsburgh.
BILL HULL has been promoted to
the position of assistant secretary of the
casualty underwriting department, Travelers Indemnity Co. GEORGE LUSK
has been appointed an executive superintendent of the Phoenix of Hartford
Insurance Companies.
News from th e Pacific: STAN FISHER
is now executive vice president of the
American Chamber of Commerce of the
Philippines.

'39

John T. Wilcox
57 Glenview Drive
Newington, Conn.
TWENTIETH REUNION
JOHN C. ALEXANDER JR. has been
named fire and marine superintendent
in the agency department of the Travelers
Insurance Company.

'42

Martin D. Wood
Group Insurance Dept.
Connecticut General Life
Insurance Co.
Bloomfield, Conn.
JOHN L. SWIFT has become an engineer for the Development and Resources
Corp., a non-governmental organization
designed to provide technical assistance
from the U.S. to underdeveloped countries. Jack will help build a dam in S.W.
Iran, which will become part of a planned
TVA-like project to power and irrigate
the area. His address is Khuzestan Development Service, Ahwaz, Iran.

'44

Elliott K. Stein
202 Morningside Dr. W.
Bristol, Conn.
FIFTEENTH REUNION
Our Class was honored by the election
of BOB TOLAND to the Executive Committee of the Alumni Association. Considering the amount of work Bob has done
to keep our class alive (much of it voluntary work), a better choice would have
been hard to make. Bob writes that he
and his wife now have four youngsters,
Ben 9, Lilah 8, David 6, and Charlie l.
Bob has been elected, also, to the executive committee of the National Blank
Book Co. and he adds, which is probably
even more important, that sales are up
this year.
WELLS E. FARNSWORTH is now in
charge of biochemical research at Buffalo,
N. Y., Veteran's Hospital, and is concentrating now on the influence of androgens
on the metabolism of th e rat and monkey
prostate. His wife, Marge, is teaching
genetics at th e University of Buffalo and
also is doing research on gene action on
development physiology. Wells and his
wife now have two youngsters, 21-month-

CLASS NOTES, CoNTINUED
old Sam and three-month-old Margie, and
are active in the Unitarian Church. W ells
and Marge earned their Ph.D.'s at the
University of Missouri (between 1946
and 1951), and were fellow graduate
students of Stanley Zimmering, now in
th e Trinity College Biology D eparhn ent.
Your Secretary and JOHN W . DORCHESTER are sharing an office at Hillyer College of the University of Hartford
and you'd be surprised about what ideas
we have in store for the official uniform for
our fifteenth Reunion this coming June.
Apparently that remark about "not hiding
your light under a - basket" has brought
some results, because I heard from TWO
of our classmates since then, W ells and
Bob . But if we don't hear from more of
you, maybe we'll have to put th e D?rchester-Stein crash program for Reumon
into effect: an all-black uniform in mourning for the class spirit! Little seems to
be left. Come on, let's hear from you,
let's hear a few of your ideas on Reunion
uniforms .
Dr. ROBERT R. WADLUND has recently joined the staff at th e McPherson
Community Health center out in Howell,
Mich., as a radiologist.

'45

Andrew W. Milligan
24 Trotwood Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut

BILL ASPELL married tl1e form er
Mary Fitzgerald in Hartford on August
13, 1958. The bride was given away by
her brother-in-law, Nick Rago '44, and
one of the ushers was Steve Riley '40.
The couple had their wedding trip in
Europe and are making their hom e at 51
Robin Rd ., W est Hartford.
GEORGE NEALE has been appointed
assistant cashier of the Waterbury National Bank, Waterbury, Connecticut.
Following his attendance at Trinity,
George was graduated from the School
of Banking at Williams.
KEY BRENNAN was recently appointed to the Memorial Gifts Committee
of th e St. Francis Hospital Building Fund
Drive now underway in Hartford.
Your secretary is now serving as a
member of the executive board of the
Trinity Club of Hartford.

Some address changes:
WALT JOYNER, 29 Hoi! St., Manchester, Conn. ; LEW REUTERSHAM ,
761 Beech St., Chula Vista, Calif. ; DICK
PETERSON, Warner Hill Rd. , Stratford,
Conn .

W edding bells rang on October 21 for
Mayor JAMES H. KINSELLA and Ann eMarie L ehrman in St. Augustine's Church.
Best wishes to the newlyweds.
Michael R. Campo
84 Flagler Street
Newington, Connecticut

DON SHIPPY is now an account executive with the firm of Francis I. duPont
& Company, investment bankers and
brokers, in th e firm 's branch office located
in Brooklyn, New York.

'49

Charles I. Tenney
Rolly Road, Wayne, Pa.
TENTH REUNION

CHARLES I. TENNEY, C.L.U., has
been appointed an associate of th e Philadelphia branch office of the Manufacturers
Life Insurance Company.

'52

Douglas C. Lee
2307 W est 41 Street
Vancouver, B.C., Canada
CHIP VAILE has been promoted at
Marshall Field 's. He has been named a
manager and buyer over several d epartments at th e company's new store outside
of Milwaukee in a shopping center. His
new hom e address is Horace S. Vaile Jr. ,
11321 W est Center St., Wauwatosa 10,
Wise.

'53

Stanley P. Miller
940 East 8th Ave., Apt. l
Denver 18, Colo.
Captain DON BURNS has been assigned as a physician at the Army Hospital, Fort Monroe, Georgia . The REV.
ROBERT D. KEITH has resigned as associate rector of St. Paul's Episcopal
Church in Richmond, Va .

Frederick H . Searles
Apt #76, 43rd Avenue
Seattle, Washington
FIFTH REUNIO

'55

'47
'48

'54

E. Wade Close Jr.
14559 Hubbell Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

JOHN PALSI-IA W
ad vertising manager
Company, Inc. John
as a member of the
nin g committee.

'58

has been appointed
of th e Edwards
will also contin ue
firm 's market plan-

Borden W. Painter, Jr.
2727 Yale Station
New Haven, Connecticut

PAUL ELDREDGE is now teaching
senior science and algebra a t th e Newington Senior High School. Paul and his wife,
Ma ureen, now have a ba by boy, Pa ul Jr. ,
born August 6. DAVE KE NNY was
marri ed to Miss Elise Ayres a t Trini ty
Church, Indianapolis, Ind ., on September
20. The Chaplain performed th e marriage
ceremony of ROBERT KULAS and Miss
Nancy Miller in th e Chapel last month.
They are now living in H artford.
Th e engagement of Miss Mureil Benhaim to WILLIAM SAUN DERS was
recentl y announced. Bill is now working
with the Internation al Di vision of the
Scherin g Pharmaceuti cal Corp. in N. ].
on th eir advertising staff. Lt. PI-IILIP C.
SIMMONS and Miss Fra nces Scott are
planning th eir wedding for December 26
in th e Chapel.
Five members of tl1 e Class of '58 have
received Woodrow Wilson F ellowships
and are now doing gradua te work. They
are : ROBERT BACK, Interna ti onal Relations at Yale; BORDEN PAINTER,
History at Yale; REMINGTON ROSE II,
English at Princeton ; MANOWN KISOR ,
Economics a t Northwestern ; and DAVE
SMITH, ma themati cs at Yale.
JOHN SPENCER is also part of the
happy throng at grad school. John is
studying Ameri ca n History at Columbia.
SAM BOCKIUS married th e form er Miss
Ellen M. Kelly of New Vernon, T.J., on
D ecember 20. Sam is studying for his
master's degree in Education a t Yale.

